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INTRODUCTION

It

is with privilege and a great sense of gratitude that the Fregenet Foundation

announces that 2015 has been a year of success in which we have overcome several
hurdles and made important strides in achieving our stated objective of providing
basic services, most importantly education, to young children from poor families.
All these accomplishments have been made possible thanks to the generous and
dedicated support of our esteemed partners and volunteers. We duly recognize and
appreciate their commitment and solidarity, which is vital to the success of the
mission of the Foundation.

The 2015 annual report encapsulates the works planned and accomplished over a
period of a year and half (the first six months of 2015 and 2014) since the
organization changed its fiscal year from calendar year July 1st to June 30 to
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match with the Fregenet Kidan Lehitsanat School budget year. The period once
again saw the fulfillment of several objectives of the Fregenet Foundation.

One of the major highlights of the year has been
the celebration, on September 20, 2014, of the
10th anniversary of the establishment of the
Fregenet Foundation. It was ten years ago, in
September 2004 that the Foundation came into
being with the aim of honoring the life and
realizing

the

dreams

of

Fregenet

Tafesse

Woubshet, who was killed in a car accident at the
age of 29.

An important development during this time, especially at the end of the fiscal year,
was the structural change made within the board of the foundation resulting in the
creation of an executive director and a country representative position. The
purpose was to get the organization registered in Ethiopia in compliance with the
requirements of local officials and to facilitate its working relations.

MAIN ACCOMPLISMHMENTS

1.1 10th YEAR ANNIVERSARY
On September 20, 2014, the Fregenet Foundation celebrated its 10th year in
existence. The celebration, which lasted for four hours, took place at the
auditorium of the St. Mary Ethiopian Orthodox Church and was attended by tens
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of invited guests, supporters and partners of the Fregenet Foundation and School.
It was a memorable evening in which all those in attendance were treated to a
delicious Ethiopian traditional dinner prepared and donated by the South Bay
Neighborhood Association and a music presented by the Los Angeles-based EthioCali-Jazz ensemble led by Todd Simon, a well-known trumpeter, arranger and
composer.

After Tafesse Woubshet, the founder and
president of the Foundation, began the
celebration with a welcoming speech, Ron
Yavnielli, a stand-up comedian guided the
audience with a deft mix of entertainment,
education, and community feeling. Hirout
Dagnew, Foundation board member and
educator,

made

presentation

of

a

moving
the

slide-show
Foundation’s

educational activities and accomplishments
over the last ten years since its inception.
Dr. Hawani Negussie, the keynote speaker
and a long-time supporter of the Foundation, stressed the dire need of early
childhood education and the crucial role the Foundation has been playing in the
provision of this basic social service. Roman Debotch and Jarett Horton gave a
video presentation narrating the ten-year journey of the Fregenet Foundation.
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1.2 FUND RAISING ACTIVITIES
The year 2015 saw a number of fundraising events, which were organized to raise
money for the Fregenet School. One such event was the luncheon held on May 15,
2014 at the privately owned Eden Genet Menafesha Hall, in Addis Ababa, to raise
money to support the feeding program of the school.
The function, which included a traditional music, a presentation of various songs,
poetry reading by students and the selling of tickets and traditional artifacts was
attended by over 200 supporters. Besides raising money the luncheon brought
more supporters for the school.

More donations of funds and materials
were received in 2014/15 from groups,
organizations

and

individuals.

These

include a generous financial donation
towards student services from the
Diplomatic Spouse Matrix, which helped
the school purchase, a 10,000 liters
capacity water container. In addition,
funds and tickets were provided by the
Ethiopian Airlines to the new school
building project, a computer and books
from

the

Kaleb

family,

books

and

stationary items from the Embassy of South Korea, eight used computers from
Metaferia Consulting Engineers, two used computers from Simba Private Limited
Company and books with a few kitchen items from the Debele Gebissa family. In
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Addition, Mr. Ruffin Patterson donated 14 soccer balls, a pump and 7 ropes for
jumping sport and play, Ato Yehwalashet Haile Mariam also provided a projector
during a visit to the Fregenet School at the end of this fiscal year.

Here in the United States, the month of January 2015 saw a flurry of donations
coming from different sources. One of them was from Nubia Wilson, a 16-yearsold Ethiopian-American sophomore at the all-girl Carondelet High School in
Concord, the Bay Area. In lieu of birthday gifts, young Wilson asked family and
friends for donations which resulted in raising 100,000 birr which was
subsequently handed by her mom to the Fregenet School during her trip to
Ethiopia.
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Also, the Ethiopian Students’ Association (ESA) University of Maryland Chapter
donated the proceeds from its 12th annual event held on April 4, 2015 at Colony
Ballroom, Stamp Student Union inside the University campus, to support students
at Fregenet Kidan Lehitsanat School in Addis Abeba, Ethiopia.

Many other people and organizations also
have come forward over the years; they
made annual contributions and continued
their support of our Student Sponsorship
Program, including Elisa & Erik Ekstrom.
Organizations are no less active in such
noble endeavors. And we are pleased to
recognize the support of the Katella
Wellness Center, Inc., Mahibere Dingil
Mariam

of

Minnesota,

and

Fortuned

Culture LLc of Azieb Tesfai. Mention
should also be made of generous grants by
the Three Graces Foundation and the
Genevieve McMillan-Reba Foundation, which enabled the school to operate its
activities smoothly and replace its old computers with brand new ones. There is
also Eden Ashebir, a junior attending Duke University, who is now involved in
events to raise funds for the Foundation.
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1.3 SCHOOL Visits & Volunteers

The Fregenet School has continued to
welcome visitors from within and outside
of Ethiopia. A number of volunteer
youths came to the school from abroad
and graciously shared their knowledge,
experiences and friendship with students
in the school. These youths were Aida
Kaleb, Liya and Eden Ashebir and her
sister from USA and Sara and Sunil
Raja from the UK.
A group of volunteer doctors (Drs. Kalkidan Alachew, Hiywot Belachew and
Selam Abera) also paid a visit to the school and extended medical services to
needy students. This visit, their fourth, took place on January 30, 2015 and lasted
from 9:00 am to 1:00 pm. A total of 50 students were given medical examination of
which 18 received prescriptions for medicine. Nine were referred for further
laboratory check-ups and the remaining 23 for minor check-ups and follow up visits.
In a related development, the 2014 4th Grade graduates had a tour of the
Ethiopian Airlines facilities on June 25, 2014. The visit was initiated by the
management of the school and we believe this inspirational tour has motivated our
students.
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1.4 BOARD RESTRUCTURING
A change was introduced in the
organizational structure of the
Fregenet Foundation. The rationale
for the restructuring included the
need for a more nimble, flexible and
innovative organization, which could
improve efficiency of performance
and greater synchronization between
operations in Ethiopia and the US. The question of complying with local regulations
governing the activities of nonprofits was another reason for the change.
As a result, a position of executive director and country representative was
created and Mr. Tafesse Woubshet, founder and board chairman for the past 12
years was unanimously voted to assume the new post. He now represents the board
in Ethiopia, will be in charge of all the activities of the Foundation there, and serve
as a bridge between the board in the US on the one hand and the foundation and
the school in Ethiopia on the other. Mrs. Elizabeth Asrat, co-founder or the
foundation, has assumed chairmanship of the board as of June 21, 2015.

1.5 A NEW SCHOOL MANAGER
The Fregenet School has welcomed a new manager, Ato Tenagne Bayeh Taye,
effective January 9, 2015, replacing W/o Fantaye Awash. Ato Tenagne has a vast
amount of experience as a teacher and years of working in government institutions
in various areas of planning, monitoring and evaluation of projects. He got his first
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degree from Addis Ababa University and completed his postgraduate studies at
Leeds University, UK, majoring in transport economics.

2. GRADUATION
One of the happiest moments of any school comes
on the day of graduation, when a batch of students
successfully completes one cycle to join another.
Such a moment came on July 12, 2014 when the
Fregenet School honored its KG-II and Grade 4
students for successfully completing their kinder
years and first cycle education respectively.
Preschooler graduates will now join Grade 1
whereas 4th Graders will be placed as fifth
graders in nearby primary schools while continuing
to receive the resources they need from the
Foundation including meals, uniforms, notebooks,
writing tools, textbooks and medical care.
A similar transferring and graduation ceremony was held on July 11, 2015 in the
presence of fellow students, family members, special guests, board members, and
teachers. Students presented poetry, drama and different cultural shows and
dances.

3. FINANCIAL Summary
For fiscal year 2014/15 - 18 months -the Foundation received $32,700 from
student sponsorships program, $180 from Marathon sponsorship, $16,715 from the
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10 year anniversary event, $36,950 from general donation, and $12,500 from
Grants, totaling $99, 045.
The Foundation allocated a program
expense of $48,850 for the Fregenet
School in Addis Abeba to support: Fregenet
School rent; teachers and staff salaries;
maintenance of playground equipment,
classroom furniture, school uniforms; office
administration expenses, school supplies,
utilities, and general maintenance. In Addition the foundation expended $3,000 for
audit fee, $2,147 for fundraising, $1,610 for Directors and Officers insurance and
$1,098 for miscellaneous expenses. Also, $50,000 of the cash received was
transferred to donor-restricted account for future school construction.
The Fregenet School has also directly received $9,000 in grant from Global Fund
For Children as well as Birr 100, 000 fundraised by Nubia Wilson of California.

CONCLUSION
A fruitful year has come to an end: we celebrated our tenth-year anniversary and
reorganized our structure; we graduated our students, some to move onto the next
cycle within the school and others to join senior classes outside of the school; and
we eagerly wait for a new group of students to join us in the next academic year in
September. There is indeed a real sense of anticipation, optimism and promise for
the future. We will overcome the obstacles and continue to strive hard to meet our
commitments to the kids and fulfill the mission we have set at the beginning.
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Needless to say your solidarity and commitment is always crucial to our success and
we need your continued support. Our gratitude is sincere and forever for all your
support in the past and in the years to come.

The Fregenet Foundation and its School Fregenet Kidan Lehitsanat admits students of any race,
color, national and ethnic origin, gender, disability and religion to all the rights, privileges,
programs, and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school. It does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin, gender, disability or
religion in the administration of its educational policies, admission policies, scholarship and
loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.

The Fregenet Foundation
901 South Flower Street Unit 411
Los Angeles, CA 90015
www.fregenetfoundation.org
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